
COMMUNICATION AND TEAM

DYNAMICS IN THE NEW NORMAL

COMMUNICATION TRAINING 

AND COACHING

PREPARED BY JOSE UCAR

COMMUNICATION AND PUBLIC SPEAKING COACH AND TRAINER



COMMUNICATION AND

PUBLIC SPEAKING COACH!

I'm also a TEDx speaker, NLP Master Trainer and International Business Expert. I

spend most of my time working with businesses and individuals to bring about

transformation through the power of advanced communication skills. I won't

bore you too much with my credentials and background here. For more

information, my LinkedIn is fully updated with everything I've been up to for the

past 10 years. Let's connect!
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ENCOURAGING TO SPEAK UP 

– LET'S COMMUNICATE –

WHAT Interactive online workshop. Duration around 2 hours. 

WHO

WHY

WHEN

HOW

Employees / Team Members who find it more difficult to reach

out/connect with their team during the current period of

remote working, and/or would like to suggest feedback to their

managers, but do not know how to speak up or what to

suggest.

To be mutually agreed.

To provide the group with the knowledge and tools that will

enable them to communicate more effectively. To encourage

co-workers to speak up if needed and share feedback. To

embrace opportunities which technology opens up to improve

human interactions. 

The workshop will be delivered through a practical and

experiential approach that will enable participants to apply the

new learning on the spot. 



Communication Model and its impact on

our human interactions. 

What does communicating effectively

really mean?

The 4 communication stages. 

Duration: 30-40 minutes.

Getting started:
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STRUCTURE

THE 3 PILLARS

Communication preferences (Nonverbal,

Verbal and Written).

Matching vs Mismatching.

Whole-body listening. 

Duration: 30-40 minutes.

Creating a climate of understanding:

Cause vs Effect. Taking ownership.

Approachability vs Credibility behavioural

framework. 

Feedback time. 

Duration: 30-40 minutes.

Sharing your message:

Note: Given the time allocated for this workshop, the topics will not be covered in full depth. However,

participants will leave with the knowledge and tools that will enable them to improve their

communication straight away.
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BUILDING TRUST AND EMPATHY

IN DIVERSE VIRTUAL TEAMS

WHAT Interactive online workshop. Duration around 2 hours.

WHO

WHY

WHEN

HOW

Professionals who belong to international virtual teams that

need to remain inclusive, proactive, productive, and innovative

at all times.  

To be mutually agreed.

To provide the group with the knowledge and tools that will

enable them to have a more flexible and proactive approach

towards the challenges virtual business communications bring

to the table.  

The workshop will be delivered through a practical and

experiential approach that will enable participants to apply the

new learning on the spot. 



The power of changing perspectives. 

Increasing creativity/innovation. 

Creating learning loops. 

Duration: 30 minutes.

Becoming more Empathetic:
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STRUCTURE

THE 3 PILLARS

Discovery Questions.

Getting rid of assumptions. 

The flexibility that leads to influence.  

Duration: 30 minutes.

The curiosity element:

Group Dynamic: Application of the

learning to come up with new ideas that

will change and improve human

interactions within the organisation. 

Duration: 30 minutes.

Building trust and inclusion:

Note: Given the time allocated for this workshop, the topics will not be covered in full depth. However,

participants will leave with the knowledge and tools that will enable them to improve the way in which

they interact with themselves and others straight away.
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ADDITIONAL PACKAGES
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LEARN TO 

COMMUNICATE WITH IMPACT

Learn to Communicate with Impact in 4 weeks

(Communication 1-2-1)

ADVANCED COMMUNICATION COACHING 1-2-1

This package is for people wanting to improve the way in which they interact with

others. Most of my clients come from a business environment. However, the

knowledge, tools and techniques they gain, can be applied in any context. If you are

a manager, business owner, employee or have just graduated and are looking for a

job, this coaching package is for you.

Learn to Communicate with Impact in 4 weeks

(Presenting to an audience)

 This package is for people wanting to learn how to deliver persuasive and

memorable presentations. In other words, presentations that have the desired

impact  on your audience.  Most of my clients come from a business environment.

However, the knowledge, tools and techniques they gain, can be applied in any

context. If you are a manager, business owner, employee or have just graduated

and are looking for a job, this coaching package is for you.
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LEARN TO 

COMMUNICATE WITH IMPACT

Learn to Communicate with Impact Workshop (Team

Communication Dynamics)

ADVANCED COMMUNICATION TRAINING FOR YOUR TEAM

 This workshop is all about improving communication dynamics in your team to take

your business to the next level in terms of performance.

Learn to Communicate with Impact

Workshop (Presentations that Win Customers)

 This workshop is about providing your team with the mindset, tools and techniques

to create and deliver presentations and elevator pitches that win your business

customers.

Visit my website - Coaching and Training Packages

Email me - Jose@Finding-Excellence.com

For more information:

https://www.finding-excellence.com/communication-coaching-and-training
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WWW.FINDING-EXCELLENCE.COM

 
EMAIL: JOSE@FINDING-EXCELLENCE.COM

http://www.finding-excellence.com/
http://finding-excellence.com/
https://www.facebook.com/FindingExcellence/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jose-luis-ucar/
https://www.instagram.com/jose_ucar_/?hl=en

